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That’s My Boy
BY MUD MORGANFIELD

Mud Morganfield is not
your average blues
man. First-born son of
McKinley Morganfield –
better known as the King
of Chicago Blues, Muddy
Waters – Morganfield came
into this world with riffs
in his blood and some
big shoes to fill. But it
wasn’t until years after
his father’s death in
1983 that he even began
to consider filling them.
I came into this world with blues
in my blood but it wasn’t until three
years after Dad died in 1983 that I
even began to consider performing as
a career. There wasn’t no need for us
kids to perform while he was still here,
you know what I’m saying? Those are
some big shoes to put my foot in.
I wanted to make my own way, do
my own thing, so I ran from the
blues a long time, you know? But it
just kept on hunting me and hunting
me. I kept hearing these music notes
and sounds running through my ear. It
was destiny.

I never got the chance to stand on
stage with my father, even before I
started performing professionally. If
I ever went to see him play he would
say to the audience, “Hey stand up, this
is my son. Hello son.” You know? That
kind of thing.
They used to call me ‘Little Mud’ but
he always called me Poppa. I asked
him, “Why you always call me that?”
And he would say, “Because you look
so much like me.”
When I stand on stage now I feel
that he’s with me. I really can’t
explain it, I just know that every time
I hit the stage I have his approval and
his blessings, that he’s somewhere
just smiling and saying, “Hey, that’s my
boy.”
Dad had a huge impact on the world.
By keeping the raw emotion of the
south and refining and electrifying
the music that carried it, he changed
everything. Without him there’d be
no Rolling Stones, no Beatles, no
Eric Clapton. The world would be a
different place.
You see, the blues is the roots
and everything else is the shoots.
No matter how you go by it – rock,
country, rap, whatever – you’re going

to run into a brick wall that’s going
to lead you right back to the blues.
It’s not going to never die. It may be
performed with another meaning or in
another form but it will never die.
For those who didn’t get a chance
to see my dad when he was alive, I
hope that I can give them a kind of a
glimpse into what it may have been
like. It’s all from my heart, you know?
It’s a gift from dad and god himself.
That’s the only way I can explain how I
look and sound so much like him.
I’m doing the same thing that he
done and I’d like to thank probably
the entire world for the love that
they showed my dad that happened
to just trickle down on me. I am
overwhelmed and just blown away to
be a son of Muddy Waters.

SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH , COLSTON HALL
KIRK FLETCHER / MUD MORGANFIELD
DOUBLE BILL
16:30-18:50
TICKETS £25/£22/£18

BRISTOL JAZZ & BLUES
FESTIVAL – AT A GLANCE
MACY GRAY

Her music transcends genres, from experimental
soul and alternative rock, to retro-disco and hiphop…we’re delighted to welcome Macy Gray to this
year’s festival. Her new album, ‘Stripped’, featuring
Wallace Roney and Russell Malone, has been hailed
a ‘Triumph’ and she’s just won the award for Best
Jazz Vocal Album at the 2016 Independent Music
Awards.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH, COLSTON HALL,
21:00-22:30, TICKETS £32/£26/£20

METROPOLIS

THE BIG SWING

Come and party like it’s 1945 at the Big
Swing, Bristol Jazz & Blues Festival’s
legendary vintage fling. Featuring
Kansas Smitty’s House Band, The
17-piece Bruce/Ilett Big Band and Emily
Wright & The Royals. Take a step back
in time to the golden age of jazz for an
evening of jitterbugging, jiving, lindy
hopping and much more. All abilities
welcome as well as those who prefer to
spectate.

Join us for the world premiere of
British composer and conductor Andy
Sheppard’s live score of Fritz Lang’s 1927
masterpiece, Metropolis. See Metropolis
as never before with a ‘wall of brass set
against wild guitars and electronica laid
over percussion, computers and treated
and untreated saxophones’.
THURSDAY, MARCH 16TH, COLSTON HALL,
20:00-21:30, TICKETS £26/£22/£18

FRIDAY, MARCH 16TH, COLSTON HALL,
19:30-23:15, TICKETS £25/£15

QUANTIC LIVE FT. ALICE RUSSELL

With a vast catalogue of music recorded over the last decade,
musician and producer Quantic continues to push genres and escape
clichés in his very particular way. This March sees him packing up a
musical picnic of new and classic Quantic material and, together with
an all-star band of his regular collaborating musicians, laying out a
feast for Bristol Jazz & Blues Festival. The show will feature long time
Quantic accomplice Alice Russell.
FRIDAY, MARCH 17TH, THE 02 ACADEMY, 20:00-22:00, TICKETS £23.65

PRAISE!

Join the legendary London Community
Gospel Choir and the 200-strong
Bristol Jazz & Blues Festival chorus
as they perform a programme of
traditional and contemporary gospel
classics. Expect a roof-raising Sunday
service unlike any other.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH, COLSTON HALL,
13:00-14:30, TICKETS £25/£22/£18

KIRK FLETCHER/MUD MORGANFIELD
DOUBLE BILL

Two blues giants come together for this once in a lifetime
concert. Kirk Fletcher, who Joe Bonamassa describes as
‘Hands-down one of the best blues guitarist in the world’,
and Mud Morganfield, first-born son of the legendary Muddy
Waters, perform a blues double bill of epic proportions.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH
COLSTON HALL
KIRK FLETCHER /
MUD MORGANFIELD DOUBLE BILL
16:30-18:50
TICKETS £25/£22/£18

ROBBEN FORD

Robben Ford developed his reputation
in the jazz and pop world of the
‘70s and ’80s as a solo artist and a
sideman to Joni Mitchell, Miles Davis
and countless others. Catch him at
Bristol Jazz & Blues Festival on March
18th when he will journey back to his
earliest roots as a performer, playing
blues.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH, COLSTON HALL,
13:00-14:30, TICKETS £25/£20

SOUNDS FOR SPIES &
PRIVATE EYES

Tip! Do not miss this world premiere
featuring The Army of Generals
string orchestra and conductor
Charles Hazelwood’s All Star
Collective, a 21-piece jazz orchestra
featuring special guests Adrian
Utley of Portishead and Will Gregory
of Goldfrapp. Showcasing new
arrangements of classic themes from
timeless films and TV shows like
Mission: Impossible, The Pink Panther
and James Bond, ‘Sounds for Spies &
Private Eyes’ celebrates the golden era
of jazz on screen.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH, COLSTON HALL,
21:00-22:30, TICKETS £30/£25/£20
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‘MY FRIEND DIZZY’
- BOBBY SHEW
CELEBRATES DIZZY
GILLESPIE

Bobby Shew is one of the world’s
leading trumpeters, having played
with a whole host of legends including
Elvis, Tom Jones and, of course, his
dear friend and co-founder of the
bebop style, Dizzy Gillespie. To mark
what would have been Dizzy’s 100th
birthday, Bobby will join Bristol Jazz &
Blues Festival artistic director Denny
Ilett and the Bruce/Ilett Big Band
to celebrate the man who set the
standard for jazz improvisation.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH, 16:30-18:00,
COLSTON HALL, TICKETS £25/£22/£18

ALAN BARNES & GILAD
ATZMON LOWEST
COMMON DENOMINATOR

MASTERCLASSES

Saxophonists Alan Barnes and Gilad
Atzmon are two of Britain’s most
celebrated virtuoso reed players.
Joined by pianist Frank Harrison,
drummer Enzo Zirilli and double
bassist Yaron Stavi, this promises to be
a show of warmth, wit and wonderful
music by a hand-picked ensemble of
stars.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH, THE LANTERN,
19:30-20:45, TICKETS £19.50

Learn the tricks of the trade from the best musicians in
the business. The Folk House will play host to a jampacked programme of masterclasses led by trumpeter
to the stars, Bobby Shew, James Brown’s main man Pee
Wee Ellis and the man who Joe Bonamassa describes as
‘Hands-down one of the best blues guitarist in the world’,
Kirk Fletcher.

JASON REBELLO

Having spent many years playing
electronic keyboards for his own
projects and in collaboration with
other artists British pianist Jason
Rebello has shifted his full creative
attention back to the piano. His

MARKETPLACE
A wide range of stalls will be selling their wares at
Colston Hall throughout the festival including artists,
jewelers, book and vinyl merchants. Open from

debut solo album Held (2016) holds
testament to his ever-blossoming
relationship with his favourite
instrument, and this solo show will
explore that material and more.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH, THE LANTERN,
13:00-14:15, TICKETS £19.50

ALEC DANKWORTH’S
SPANISH ACCENTS

Flamenco rhythms are interwoven with
traditional Spanish and Cuban folk
song to evoke the soul of the Iberian
Peninsula in this spectacular show.
Led by award-winning jazz bassist and
composer Alec Dankworth, featuring
daughter and singer Emily Dankworth
and flamenco dancer Jesus Olmedo,
Spanish Accents is unmissable and
unforgettable.
FRIDAY, MARCH 17TH, THE LANTERN,
20:15-21:30, TICKETS £19.50

Thursday at 17:00 until Sunday evening.

DAKHLA/REMI HARRIS
DOUBLE BILL

Propelled by restless percussion,
Dakhla’s sound is one that’s hard to
define. Not quite jazz, not quite hiphop, not quite Arabian or second-line
Mardi Gras and yet it’s all those things
and more.
Exciting young British guitarist, Remi
Harris, has an idiosyncratic style.
Largely self-taught and influenced
by gypsy swing, jazz, blues, rock and
electronica, he’s made quite a mark on
the gypsy jazz scene.
FRIDAY, MARCH 17TH, THE LANTERN,
18:00-19:30, TICKETS £21.50

DINOSAUR

Jazz ensemble Dinosaur is one of the
most hotly anticipated acts of this
year’s festival. Led by award-winning
trumpeter, composer and BBC New
Generation Artist for 2015–2017, Laura
Jurd, Dinosaur is taking the global jazz
scene by storm.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH, THE LANTERN,
21:45-22:30, TICKETS £19.50
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MOSCOW DRUG CLUB

Combining Latin American rhythms
with Moscow Drug Club repertoire
old and new, the band will be joined
by special guests Craig Crofton on
Saxophone, Gareth James Bailey
on Trombone and Justin Fellows on
percussion. We might even see Mirek
on the piano! Don’t miss this highly
anticipated concert.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH, THE LANTERN,
17:30-18:45, TICKETS £19.50

JIMI HENDRIX
(SLIGHT RETURN)

JASPER HOIBY’S FELLOW
CREATURES

Jasper Høiby’s Fellow Creatures is an exciting
new collaboration from the Danish double
bassist and composer. Featuring trumpeter
Laura Jurd, saxophonist Mark Lockheart,
pianist Will Barry and drummer Corrie
Dick, this ensemble is a showcase of both
emerging and experienced performers.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH, THE LANTERN,
19:30-20:45, TICKETS £19.50

To celebrate the 50th anniversary
of Jimi Hendrix’s astonishing debut
album Are You Experienced, Bristol
Jazz & Blues Festival in association
with Guitarist magazine, is proud to
present a complete live performance
of this seminal psychedelic recording.
Featuring Guitarist magazine’s Neville
Marten, Jamie Dickson and Mick Taylor.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH, THE LANTERN,
21:45-22:30, TICKETS £19.50

FREE CONCERTS
IN THE COLSTON
HALL FOYER
The foyer is always one of our favourite
places to be during the festival. This
is where the best local jazz and blues
artists take over and show us what
a vibrant and healthy scene we have
here in Bristol. See page 14 for Foyer
programme.

YAZZ AHMED

In the wake of her 2011 debut album
Finding My Way Home, British-Bahraini
trumpet and flugelhorn player Yazz
Ahmed has emerged as a distinctive
and intelligent soloist and composer.
Illustrious venues all over the world,
from Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club to the
Museum of Modern Art, have been
graced with her seemingly effortless
sound. Now – we’re suitably thrilled to
say – it’s our turn.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH, 17:30-18:45,
THE LANTERN, TICKETS £19.50

NORTHSYDE/
SARI SCHORR & THE
ENGINE ROOM
DOUBLE BILL

We’re delighted to welcome two
powerhouse female blues vocalists
currently taking the scene by storm.
Northsyde’s Lorna Fothergill (‘Aretha
with a hint of Janis’) and New Yorker,
Sari Schorr (‘A gift to all of us from the
blues gods’) will set the Lantern alight
in this not-to-be missed double-bill.
THURSDAY, MARCH 16TH, THE LANTERN,
20:15-22:30, TICKETS £21.50
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ROBIN NOLAN TRIO

Robin Nolan is a true original.
Described as a ‘musical genius’ by the
late, great George Harrison, Nolan and
his Trio are international superstars in
the world of gypsy jazz.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH, THE LANTERN,
13:00-14:15, TICKETS £19.50

Quantic Live
Ft. Alice Russell

WITH SUPPORT FROM PETE JOSEF

With a vast catalogue of music recorded over the last decade,
Will Holland aka Quantic, musician and producer, continues
to push genres and escape clichés in his very particular way.

Pete Josef is a talented multi-instrumentalist with a brilliantly
soulful voice who produces immaculate electro-acoustic
music. His 2015 album Colour hit a new high of soul-meetsjazz coolness. He has been recording and playing live with
Roni Size, Kelis and Darren Emerson from Underworld for a
number of years.

Known for his adventurous musical productions, Quantic
marries a variety of sounds with the modern dance floor
aesthetic.
This March sees him packing up a musical picnic of new and
classic Quantic material and, together with an all-star band
of his regular collaborating musicians, laying out a feast for
Bristol Jazz & Blues Festival. The show will feature long time
Quantic accomplice Alice Russell.

FRIDAY, MARCH 17TH
THE 02 ACADEMY
20:00-22:00
TICKETS £23.65
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& PRIVATE EYES
Our Saturday night musical spectacular, ‘Sounds for Spies
& Private Eyes’, will celebrate iconic themes from movies
and TV shows (including James Bond, Mission: Impossible,
Get Carter and Starsky & Hutch) that dominated both big
and small screens in ’60s and ’70s. Featuring the Army of
Generals string orchestra and a 21-piece jazz orchestra
under the baton of renowned conductor Charles Hazelwood,
with special guests Adrian Utley of Portishead and Will
Gregory of Goldfrapp.

Celebrating the jazz and funk genius of film score writers
such as Lalo Schifrin, John Barry, Henry Mancini, Jerry
Goldsmith, Roy Budd and many others, expect bombastic
big band brass, soaring strings and frenzied percussion
combined with electric guitars and vintage synthesisers in a
melting pot of jazz and funk heaven!

SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH
COLSTON HALL
21:00-22:30
TICKETS £30/£25/£20
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By Owen Franklin

Premiered in Berlin on January
10th, 1927, Metropolis was the
most expensive film produced in
Germany up until that point. With
36,000 extras, 200,000 costumes
and costing 5m Reichsmarks it was
the Titanic or the Avatar of its
day.

We may be a decade shy of 2026, the setting for Fritz Lang’s
Metropolis, but many elements of the film bear an eerie
resemblance to the present day.

SKYPE
As with just about every sci-fi movie, Metropolis contains
plenty of predictions regarding the future of technology.
One New York Times review, hailing the film as “a technical
marvel”, breathlessly described “a giant board with push
buttons and a television…whereby he can see the man to
whom he is talking.”

10

SURVEILLANCE
More sinister than Lang’s supposed vision of Skype is his
fixation with the creeping nature of surveillance, embodied
by the Gestapo-like figure of the Thin Man. The working
classes are consigned to their subterranean dwellings – and
yet Fredersen, the creator and ruler of Metropolis, is still
compelled to spy on them, eavesdropping in case they decide
to rebel.

ANDROID TECHNOLOGY
The most important technology in Metropolis is the robot
itself – or should that be ‘herself’? “No one will be able to tell
a Machine Man from a mortal!” declares the archetypal mad
scientist Rotwang. The robot, Maria, is unnerving to behold,
seducing the workers and Freder alike, instilling dissent
through its fiery speeches and even dancing in a bizarrely
erotic sequence that paved the way for Madonna and Lady
GaGa’s music videos.
In a sense, Lang is warning of a future where technological
advances mean that we are increasingly detached from
actual relationships – a sobering caution in a world where the
Internet’s anonymity allows people to behave online in ways
they would never dare in person.

THE CLASS DIVIDE
Metropolis depicts a futuristic, dystopian city in which the
upper and working classes are both literally and symbolically
divided. This is a film about a society organized entirely
around the requirements of capitalism and industry. The
workers live like animals in underground caverns while the
elite live and work above ground in modernist skyscrapers
entertaining themselves in decadent nightclubs, sports
arenas, lecture halls, theatres, pleasure gardens and
brothels. Sound familiar?

POP CULTURE
Perhaps Lang’s most lasting prophecy, though, is both
unwitting and self-fulfilling. While he did not live long enough
to see Metropolis rightfully gain its place among the greatest
films of all time, its legacy has echoed throughout popular
culture ever since. As mentioned, pop stars have already
pillaged its imagery for inspiration, but the whole science
fiction genre has its roots in this movie, from Star Wars to
Blade Runner to The Matrix. Although we may not always be
aware of it, we are living in a (pop) culture heavily modelled
by Langian design – surely this is the definition of a timeless
classic.

Owen Franklin is the director of Bristol Film Festival which
takes place from March 9th to March 12th across the city.
Visit bristolfilmfestival.com for more.

THURSDAY, MARCH 16TH
COLSTON HALL
20:00-21:30

Bristol Jazz & Blues Festival will kick off on Thursday, March
16th with the premier of Andy Sheppard’s Metropolis Live
featuring a brand new score with a ‘wall of brass set against
wild guitars and electronica laid over percussion, computers
and treated and untreated saxophones’. Not to be missed!

TICKETS £26/£22/£18
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My Friend Dizzy

Veteran trumpeter Bobby Shew has shared the stage with
many a musical legend over the years but none are more
dear to him than old friend, trumpet genius and co-founder
of the bebop style, Dizzy Gillespie.

As a fellow trumpeter and friend, Shew was close to Dizzy
both on and off the bandstand. Come and see this master
at work as he plays from the best of the Dizzy songbook in
heartfelt tribute to the man and the music that changed the
face of the world.

Born John Birks Gillespie in Cheraw, South Carolina, 1917,
Dizzy would have been 100 this year. To mark the centenary
of his birth and to honour the enormous contribution he
made to popular culture in his lifetime, Shew will join Bristol
Jazz and Blues Festival Artistic Director Denny Ilett and the
Bruce/Ilett Big Band for a concert celebrating the man who
set the standard for jazz improvisation in the 1940s.

SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH
16:30-18:00
COLSTON HALL
TICKETS £25, £22, £18
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Jimi Hendrix
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By Jamie Dickson,
Guitarist Magazine

Where were you the first time you
heard Jimi Hendrix? Perhaps it was the
grinding, discordant intro of Purple
Haze. Or perhaps it was the low moan
of trembling strings that precedes the
primal strut and electric rut of Foxy
Lady’s riff. Very likely the experience
was unforgettable. Very likely the
track you heard was from Hendrix’s
first album, Are You Experienced, which
was released in Britain 50 years ago in
1967.
It was a galvanic, electrifying debut
which left many of London’s rock
aristocracy reeling, as singer Terry Reid
recalled when he witnessed Hendrix
tear up the room during an early
performance at the Bag O’Nails club,
a gig attended by Keith Richards, Mick
Jagger and Paul McCartney among
other luminaries.
“There were guitar players weeping,
they had to mop the floor up,” he
recalled. “He was piling it on, solo after
solo. I could see everyone’s fillings
dropping out. When he finished there
was silence. Nobody knew what to do,
everyone was dumbstruck, completely
in shock.”

‘There were guitar
players weeping…
ever yone was
dumbstruck,
completely in shock’
For Hendrix, it was a personal
watershed. He had, for many years,
been a flamboyant sideman on the
American R&B circuit, playing guitar
with the Isley Brothers, Little Richard
and Curtis Knight. Frustrated and
largely wasted in these supporting
roles, Jimi’s meeting with Animals
bassist and producer Chas Chandler in
New York was the break he was calling
out for.
Chandler brought Hendrix over to
London in 1966. Jimi’s showmanship
and verve were an immediate
revelation in the capital. What was
most striking was how instinctively
and boldly he grasped the freedom
for pure self-expression that London
offered at that time.
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“Jimi was lovely: very quiet, very
modest, very funny,” renowned rock
photographer Gered Mankowitx said
of Hendrix during his first shoot with
Jimi in early 1967. “Lots of giggles, lots
of laughing. Not remotely the wild man
that you experienced on stage.”
That observation sums up the
fascinating enigma of Hendrix – a
bold, unique artist who retained an
unknowable private self beyond the
vivid, deafening magic of his guitar
playing. It is yet more impressive that
his music is at once completely of its
time and yet still vital, relevant and
fresh today.

SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH
21:45-22:30
COLSTON HALL
THE LANTERN
TICKETS £19.50

Free Gigs
The Foyer is always one of our favourite places to be during the festival.
This is where the best local jazz and blues artists take over and show us
what a vibrant and healthy scene we have here in Bristol.

THURSDAY, MARCH 16TH

FRIDAY, MARCH 17TH
18:15 BRISTOL COMMUNITY BIG BAND

15:45 THE SNEAKERS

The Bristol Community Big Band is an

Drawing from a diverse range of material

energetic local ensemble, made up entirely

this flexible combo is able to move from

of non-professional musicians, playing a

Beck influenced ‘70s fusion to more ethereal

wide repertoire of swing, jazz, blues and

textures and use of effects. Expect an

Latin big band classics. Led by musical

eclectic mix of guitar based instrumentals,

director Jonny Bruce, known throughout the

fiery improvisation and unpredictable

country as an outstanding trumpet player.

covers that is guaranteed to inspire and
entertain.

19:30 BARTOUNE

17:00 FEELGOOD EXPERIMENT

Gypsy swing-based outfit Bartoune

Six-piece soul-hop collective Feelgood

remain both distinctive and ahead of the

Experiment features the best of Bristol’s

Inspired by the funkier side of jazz and

curve. Sizzling guitar, rounded double

blossoming young music scene. Combining

having studied alongside Pee Wee Ellis and

bass and ear-catching baritone saxophone

a love of jazz, soul, Afrobeat, hip-hop

Andy Sheppard, Kim’s style of performance

ensures that the music is firmly rooted in its

and R&B, they concoct bewitching tunes

is best described as funky saxophonist

Parisian history, albeit with a yen to wander

with complex rhythmic counterpoint and

meets 1940s jazz singer, performing music

off around the Mediterranean and pop into

irresistibly groovy harmonic lines.

spanning many genres with a quirky,

North Africa from time to time.

18:45 KIM CYPHER QUINTET

jazzy twist, packaged up in a captivating
performance and warm stage presence.

20:00 THE HUCKLEBUCK

20:45 RUBY TWO SHOES

18:15 JIM BLOMFIELD TRIO
Jim Blomfield (Piano/Keyboards), Roshan
‘Tosh’ Wijetunge (Bass) and Mark Whitlam

Specialising in vintage style - both with their

(Drums) are three individual voices with a

The Hucklebuck are a five-piece band

music and their look - Ruby Two Shoes play

wealth of experience on the UK jazz scene.

playing straight ahead blues, with original

classic songs from the ‘30s and ‘40s with a

The trio has developed an organic level of

interpretations of traditional electric

bit of pop thrown in for good measure. This

dynamic interplay and performs original

styles, from early jump blues to later Texas

swinging six piece are guaranteed to get

contemporary compositions drawing on

and Chicago material, all played with real

an audience tapping their toes and jiving

diverse influences and musical styles.

authenticity and swing.

around the dance floor!

22:00 SWING SISTERS
The Sisters of Swing is a Bristol-based
all-woman big swing band with over 20
members. Their unique sound is down to
the special blend of woodwind and brass
coupled with a strong rhythm section
and powerful vocals from Julie Patchouli.
Fitzgerald, Miller, Basie, Ellington and other
icons of swing feature in their set.

21:15 RUN LOGAN RUN

SATURDAY, MARCH 18TH

19:30 SNAZZBACK
Snazzback’s songs play with undulating

Run Logan Run is a collaboration between

14:30 CRAIG CROFTON

drummer Dan Johnson and saxophonist

Craig Crofton is a leading tenor and soprano

rhythms and deep soul/funk grooves.

Andrew Hayes. Taking cues from the British

saxophonist who has sessioned with artists

Having hosted several impromptu street-

Punk Jazz scene and utilising extended

like Kasabian, Nittin Sawney, This is The Kit,

parties last summer, the five-piece street-

breathing techniques and special FX they

and Mr Benn and shared a stage with jazz

jazzers are now between street and stage,

create music that is both beautiful and

greats including Wynton Marselis, Maceo

poised to bring their new grooves inside.

brutal.

Parker, Dr Lonnie Smith, John Faddis and
Pee Wee Ellis.
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jazz improvisation, shimmering Afro-Cuban

20:45 JULIEN ALENDA TRIO
French sax player Julien Alenda is joined by
two Italian musicians who have become well
established on the Bristol scene: Pasquale
Votino (Bass) and Paolo Adamo (Drums).
Playing original compositions and standards
with their own arrangements and only one
rule: interplay built on strong grooves,
melodic lines and acid sound.

15:45 RUTH ROYALL

20:45 EDWARD LEAKER BAND

Ruth Royall is an experienced and

Trained at London’s Royal Academy of

extremely accomplished vocalist. Ruth will

Music, Edward’s original tunes represent a

be performing with her quartet featuring

wide range of influences from contemporary

Anders Olinder, Andy Tween and Charlie

smooth jazz to soul and funk. The band also

Allen. Gary Alesbrook will also be joining

features Jerry Crozier-Cole (guitar), Andy

them on some feature tunes.

Tween (drums) and Mike Isaac (bass).

17:00 ANDY NOWAK TRIO
The ANT captivate audiences with their

22:00 JACKSON

enthralling combination of powerful

This eight-piece funk and soul ensemble

themes, subtle interplay and raw

is headed up by keyboardist Jack Baldus.

beauty. The combination of truly original

Featuring all original compositions, the

compositions and striking re-workings

sound is a throwback to the psychedelic

of well-known material is fast becoming

funk of the ‘70s, yet feels fresh as the

a hallmark of this highly empathic and

proverbial daisy. Featuring keys, vocals,

musically adventurous trio.

talkbox, guitar, bass and horns, Jackson also
showcases the five-time UK DMC champion

18:15 THE RICH O’BRIEN PROJECT

DJ Asian Hawk.

The Rich O’Brien Project is a formidable nusoul/jazz/funk outfit playing the beautiful

22:00 JAMES MORTON’S GROOVE DEN

and charismatic compositions of bass

James Morton is one of the most exciting

player Rich O’Brien. Their recent “Flight” E.P,

saxophone players of his generation.

featuring Victoria Klewin on vocals, offers a

Following on from James’ latest critically

modern blend of heavy grooves with soul-

acclaimed release “The Kid” launched July

Wells Cathedral School offers world-

drenched vocal melodies reminiscent of

2016. James’ Groove Den features London

class musical training with a specialist

smoke-filled jazz clubs.

based guitarist Tony Remy backed by Anders

SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH
12:00 WELLS CATHEDRAL SCHOOL

pathway for those wishing to study jazz

Olinder (keys), Flash (bass) and Arjun Magee

and improvisation. Visiting artists include

(drums) playing some new repertoire with

Pee Wee Ellis, Iain Ballamy, Ralph Salmins,

jazz, funk, soul and hip-hop influences to be

Laura Jurd, Nick Malcolm and Ernie Watts.

released late 2017.

Students featured in the band are about to
take up places at London music colleges.

14:30 CHIMERA
Chimera is a project consisting of David
Pendleton (vocals), Ruth Hammond (keys
and vocals), Valere Speranza (bass), Charlie
Stratford (drums) and Gary Alesbrook
(trumpet). The music focuses on the jazz
standards of the golden age of jazz (1925-

19:30 SWORDFISHTROMBONE

1950), so no wild experimentation there

Katya Gorrie plays Tom Waits in

but some of the finest songs ever written

Swordfishtrombone. The chanteuse from

brought to you by a great singer and a hard

Moscow Drug Club has assembled a

swinging band.

fantastic line up of Bristol all-star musicians
for a new project exploring the world of Tom
Waits. Selected music and words from the
early years up to his recent recordings, this
show is not to be missed.

FREE JAM SESSIONS
Friday, Saturday & Sunday at 22:30
at Bambalan
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EVERY DAY
IN COLSTON
HALL

Macy Gray

Macy Gray - the multi-award winning, multi-platinum selling
singer, songwriter and actress - has been overturning fan
expectation and industry formula since the beginning of her
musical career in 2000 with her critically acclaimed debut
album ‘On How Life Is’.

In 2016, Macy Gray made her Chesky Records debut with the
jazz-infused album, ‘Stripped’. Paired with an awe-inspiring
jazz ensemble that includes Ari Hoenig, Daryl Johns, Russell
Malone and Wallace Roney, Macy’s voice is given the space
and freedom to truly shine. Featuring new songs, intriguing
covers and stunning new arrangements of her classic hits like
“I Try,” this show is sure to be one of this year’s highlights.

With a colourful career that includes multiple Grammy,
Billboard, MTV and BRIT Awards, and record sales of over
25 million worldwide, the integrity and innovation of Macy
Gray’s artistry has allowed her to forge her own path to
success and win fans and critics from all around the world.
Her music transcends genres, from experimental soul and
alternative rock, to retro-disco and hip-hop.

SUNDAY, MARCH 19TH
COLSTON HALL
21:00-22:30
TICKETS £32/£26/£20
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Support us Become a Member

Like many other charities, we need supporters to help us continue our
work! This year, we’re inviting festival goers to pledge their support
for Bristol Jazz & Blues Festival by joining our membership scheme.
There are three levels of support, all of which come with unique benefits.

FRIEND

SUPPORTER
£140 PER YEAR

£400 PER YEAR

Recognition in the festival
programme

Recognition in the festival programme

Recognition in the festival programme

£40 PER YEAR

...............................................

20% reduction on all
ticketed concerts
...............................................

Priority notice and
booking

PATRON

...............................................

...............................................

20% reduction on all ticketed concerts

20% reduction on all ticketed concerts

...............................................

...............................................

Reserved seating at Lantern (Hall 2)
concerts

A ticket to the workshop of your choice

...............................................

A ticket to the workshop of your
choice
...............................................

Priority notice and booking

...............................................

A pair of tickets to the concert of your
choice
...............................................

Reserved seating at all concerts
...............................................

Priority notice and booking

I WANT TO SUPPORT BRISTOL JAZZ & BLUES FESTIVAL
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
EMAIL

Please give this form to the Colston Hall box office or post to Bristol Jazz & Blues Festival, Kambe House,
34 Portland Square, Bristol, BS2 8RG or email us (colin@bristoljazzandbluesfest.com) with your choice of membership.
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Schedule
THURS, MAR 16TH
COLSTON HALL - HALL ONE

COLSTON HALL - THE LANTERN

17:00

COLSTON HALL - FOYER

Bristol Cathedral School Gospel Choir
17:30-18:15

18:00
Kim Cypher Quintet - 18:45-19:30

19:00

20:00

Metropolis with Andy Sheppard
20:00-21:30

21:00

The Hucklebuck - 20:00-20:45

DOUBLE BILL
Northsyde
20:15-21:15
Sari Schorr & The Engine Room
21:45-22:45

Run Logan Run - 21:15-22:00

22:00

FRI, MAR 17TH
COLSTON HALL
HALL ONE

COLSTON HALL
THE LANTERN

02 ACADEMY

Treble Bass (Bristol Free School)
17:00-17:45

17:00

18:00

Bristol Community Big Band
18:15-19:00

Dakhla/Remi Harris Trio
18:00-19:30

19:00

20:00

21:00

22:00

COLSTON HALL
THE FOYER

Bartoune
19:30-20:15

THE BIG SWING 19:30-23:15
Emily Wright & the Royals
19:30-20:15
Kansas Smitty’s House Band 20:45-21:45
Bruce/Ilett Big Band
22:15-23:15

Alec Dankworth Spanish Accents
20:15-21:30

Pete Josef - 20:00-20:25
Quantic Live with Alice Russell
20:45-22:00

Ruby Two Shoes
20:45-21:30

Swing Sisters
22:00-22:45

The Bristol Bluesmen
22:15-23:30

23:00

FREE JAM SESSIONS
Friday, Saturday & Sunday at 22:30
at Bambalan
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SAT, MAR 18TH
COLSTON HALL
HALL ONE

COLSTON HALL
THE LANTERN

FOLK HOUSE
WORKSHOPS

11:00

Bobby Shew – Trumpet
11:00-12:30

12:00
13:00

Robben Ford - 13:00-14:30

Jason Robello
13:00-14:15

Pee Wee Ellis – ‘Make it Funky’
13:00-14:30

14:00

Ricky Riccardi - 15:15-16:30

Bobby Shew – Big Band
15:00-16:30

16:00

South Gloucestershire Youth Jazz
Orchestra - 13:15-14:00

Moscow Drug Club - 17:30-18:45

Jim Blomfield Trio
18:15-19:00

19:00

Snazzback
19:30-20:15

Gilad Atzmon & Alan Barnes
19:30-20:45

20:00

Julien Alenda Trio
20:45-21:30

Sounds for Spies & Private Eyes
21:00-22:30

22:00

The Sneakers
15:45-16:30

Feelgood Experiment
17:00-17:45

DOUBLE BILL
Kirk Fletcher - 16:30-17:30
Mud Morganfield - 17:50-18:50

18:00

21:00

Bristol Cathedral School Big Band
12:00-12:45

Craig Crofton
14:30-15:15

15:00

17:00

COLSTON HALL
FOYER

Jackson
22:00-22:45

Dinosaur - 21:45-22:30

23:00

SUN, MAR 19TH
COLSTON HALL
HALL ONE

COLSTON HALL
THE LANTERN

FOLK HOUSE
WORKSHOPS
Kirk Fletcher – Blues Guitar
11:00-12:30
Roger Biwandu – Percussion
11:00-12:30

11:00
12:00
13:00

Praise!
13:00-14:30

Robin Nolan Trio
13:00-14:15

Andy Sheppard –
Writing for Film & TV
13:30-15:00

14:00
15:00

Roger Biwandu Quartet (Bordeaux)
15:15-16:30

16:00
17:00

Bobby Shew Big Band – My Friend
Dizzy - 16:30-18:00

21:00
22:00

Chimera
14:30-15:15
Ruth Royall
15:45-16:30

Rich O’Brien Project
18:15-19:00

19:00
Jasper Holby’s Fellow Creatures
19:30-20:45

20:00

Bristol Youth Jazz Group
13:15-14:00

Andy Nowak Trio
17:00-17:45

Yazz Ahmed
17:30-18:45

18:00

Wells Cathedral School Jazz
Ensemble - 12:00-12:45

Swordfishtrombone
19:30-20:15
Ed Leaker Quartet
20:45-21:30

Macy Gray
21:00-22:30
Jimi Hendrix (Slight Return)
21:45-22:30

23:00
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James Morton
22:00-22:45

